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Since the end of the last century, research on the use of methods of optimization and
discrete mathematics to model and solve problems arising in intensity modulated radiation
therapy (IMRT), one of the major treatment forms for cancer, has grown considerably. The
overall goal in these models is to propose radiation treatment plans to destroy cancerous
cells in the tumour (target volume) while sparing organs close to the target volume from
excessive radiation and therefore maintaining their functionality.
Currently, there are three major groups of problems on which research concentrates. In
the geometry problem one is interested in ﬁnding best possible beam angles, or locations
of the beam head, from which to irradiate. The distribution of the radiation dose in the
patient body is obtained by superimposing the radiation beams from these different angles.
This results in a cumulative effect in the target, whereas organs around the target are only
affected by few beams.
The beam from each angle is decomposed into a number of pencil beams, which can
be controlled individually. The intensity problem deals with the computation of intensities
(represented as integer matrices) for each of the beams. Thus, each entry of the matrix
is interpreted as the intensity level of a pencil beam of radiation. In the last of the three
problems, the realization problem, the delivery of these intensities is modeled. This problem
obviously depends on the type of technology which is used in the treatment equipment.
Since each of the three problems is very complex, most papers concentrate on dealing
with them in a sequential fashion: The output of the geometry problem is taken as input of
the intensity problem, which is itself fed into the realization problem. The ultimate goal is
to model IMRT solving all three problems in an integrated manner—a problem only few
papers have tackled so far.
The special section of three papers published in this issue of DiscreteAppliedMathemat-
ics deals with the realization problem using so-called static multileaf collimators (see the
paper of Baatar et al. for an explanation of the technical background).Modeled as a problem
of discrete mathematics, it can be viewed as the decomposition of each of the given integer
matricesA (the intensitymatrices for the radiation beams from the chosen angles) into a non-
negative linear combination of consecutive-ones matrices. This process of decomposition
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is also called segmentation. Some multileaf collimators allow all possible consecutive-ones
matrices in this decomposition (unconstrained decomposition), others require restrictions,
such that only a subset of these matrices can be used (constrained decomposition). Two
different objective functions are of interest: the decomposition time, which is the sum of
all coefﬁcients in the decomposition (corresponding to the time a patient is exposed to
radiation) and the decomposition cardinality, which is the number of matrices used in the
decomposition. The latter deﬁnes the set-up time of the multileaf collimator in between
bursts of radiation and is therefore an important part of the total treatment time.
In the papers of this special section, Engel considers both objective functions for the un-
constrained case and proves optimality of a class of algorithms for minimizing the decom-
position time. Kalinowski extends Engel’s work to the constrained case. The interpretation
of the minimal decomposition time as the maximal length of a path in a layered digraph
yields an efﬁcient algorithm for the decomposition time and heuristics for the decomposi-
tion cardinality problem. Baatar et al. use different ideas in their algorithms to minimize
decomposition time both for the constrained and unconstrained case. They prove that the
decomposition cardinality problem is NP-hard and give some greedy heuristics for these
problems.
It is our hope that the methods and algorithms to tackle the realization problem presented
in these three papers can be of some immediate use in radiation therapy.We are also conﬁdent
that they can help in the design of an integrated model combining the geometry, intensity,
and realization problem in a single model to further improve cancer treatment by IMRT.
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